Theorem. Let It is assumed that (pit) is Lebesgue integrable on every finite interval and the integral in (1) is interpreted as range of integration is understood to be (-», oe).
It is convenient to decompose the proof of the theorem into several lemmas. The technique employed in the proof of this lemma is the one employed by Blackman [4] in his treatment of convolutions with rational kernels. We have by the definition of fix), (3) is equal to (4) fd£ [ Jim j G(É -s)4>is)ds~\ Gnix -Q, where G"(x -£) is the value of the inner integral in (3). The estimate of Lemma 4 enables us to take the limit outside the outer integral whence (4) becomes
By Fubini's theorem, we can interchange the order of integration which replaces (5) by im f 4>is)ds f G"ix -£)G(£ -í)á£.
A straightforward calculation shows the inner integral above can be expressed as /R p R 4>is)Hnix -s)ds -> (47t0-1/2 I 4>is) exp(-(x -s)2/4¿)¿í.
-ß *> -fi Furthermore, the lim sup of the expression in (6) and (7) 
